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Abstract: In this study, a carbon composite based on humic acid (CAH) was synthesized by partially carbonizing humic acid by using aluminum sulfate with a mass ratio of 2:3 and a leavening agent oxalic acid with a fixed mass. The morphology and microstructure of the sample are measured by scanning electron microscope (SEM), x-ray diffractometer (XRD), thermal analysis (TG-DSC), Raman spectroscopy (Raman), X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Fourier Transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) is used to analyze the composition and structure of materials. The BET surface area of CAH is determined to be 149 m²/g. Congo red was used as a model adsorbent for adsorption research. When the dye concentration is 400 mg/L and 10mg of adsorbent powder is used. CAH has the highest dye removal rate of adsorption capacity. The pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic models were used to describe the kinetic data and the Langmuir and Freundlich models were applied to describe the adsorption isotherms. The results showed that the equilibrium adsorption data were found to fit better to the Langmuir adsorption model and the kinetic process of adsorption could be described by the pseudo-second-order model. Compared with humic acid, CAH composite materials can effectively improve the adsorption rate and adsorption capacity of Congo red, and the adsorption capacity is as high as 3986mg/g within 30 minutes. In addition, considering the cost issue, this study selected low-cost humic acid as a carbon source to prepare composite materials, emphasizing the importance of cost.
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1. Introduction

Water is the source of human life, and the existence of water is vital to human survival. However, in recent years, water resources have gradually been in short supply, and at the same time the discharge of polluted wastewater has increased[11]. Effective treatment of polluted wastewater is imperative. In the past few decades, the global water quality has deteriorated seriously, mainly due to rapid population growth, unplanned urbanization, rapid industrialization and excessive use of natural water resources. The main sources of water pollution include the discharge of untreated sanitary and toxic industrial waste, and dumped industrial wastewater. In recent years, various toxic chemicals/compounds[3]. Such as micro-pollutants, personal care products, endocrine disrupting compounds, pesticides, inorganic anions. Have been detected in drinking water in many places[4]. Therefore, it is still a huge scientific and engineering challenge to develop an environmentally friendly and inexpensive method to treat pollutants in wastewater[5].

Dyes are a class of organic compounds that can dye other substances. With the continuous economic development, they are widely used in many industrial fields such as textiles, papermaking, food, pharmaceuticals, leather, plastic, rubber, and cosmetics[6]. At present, a large amount of dye wastewater is discharged into the environment, causing serious environmental pollution problems[9]. According to reports, my country produces more than 700,000 tons of different dyes each year, and 5% to 10% of these dyes are lost during the dyeing process, and more than 20% of the increasingly serious sewage pollution comes from the above dyes[10][11]. Most dyes are water pollutants that seriously harm the environment and organisms[12]. The untreated discharge of these dye wastewaters will not only destroy the aquatic ecosystem, affect the aquatic biota, but also cause irreversible and remediation damage to the soil[13][14]. It has teratogenic, carcinogenic, and mutagenic properties in the human body, and its high-water solubility can easily move with the water body after being discharged, causing harm to more organisms and even human health[15][16].

Congo red is a typical anionic azo dye. Its physical and chemical properties is listed in Table 1 below. Due to its complex aromatic structure, high chemical stability and thermal stability. Congo red is an organic pollutant
that can increase the chemical oxygen demand of water and is extremely difficult to degrade\textsuperscript{[22],[23]}. Under anaerobic conditions, the degradation product of Congo Red is benzidine, which is an internationally recognized carcinogen\textsuperscript{[24],[25]}. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop an environmentally friendly and efficient material to remove excess Congo red in water to solve the current environmental problem\textsuperscript{[26],[27]}.  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Physicochemical characteristics of CR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CAS No.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CA Index name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular formula</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecular weight</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appearance and Character</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting point</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pKa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color change at pH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UV–vis (\textit{\lambda}_{\text{max}})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water solubility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stability</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After processing, the carbon composite material has a high specific surface area, a highly developed pore structure and surface activity\textsuperscript{[28],[29],[30]}. These properties make it have extremely high adsorption performance. It is one of the most powerful adsorption materials for adsorbing dye molecules, heavy metals, and organic pollutants\textsuperscript{[31],[32],[33]}. Carbon composite materials are used in the treatment of sewage and wastewater with their excellent adsorption performance and catalytic degradation performance\textsuperscript{[34],[35],[36],[37]}. This article introduces a simple method for preparing CAH using economical and environmentally friendly humic acid as a carbon source and catalytically calcining at high temperatures. Using SEM, TEM, FT-IR, BET, TG-DSC, XRD, XPS, Raman and other analytical methods to characterize CAH, and for the first time as a high-efficiency adsorbent for removing Congo red in aqueous solution. Discussion on the influencing factors of adsorption capacity and exploration of the adsorption mechanism.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Material

Humic acid was purchased from West Asia Chemical Technology Co., Ltd., with a molecular weight of 227 and a purity of 98%. Anhydrous aluminum sulfate and oxalic acid were purchased from Macklin Reagent Co., Ltd., and Congo Red was purchased from Aladdin Reagent Co., Ltd., both analytical reagents.

2.2. Preparation of CAH

Dissolve 5g of HA in 100 mL of 15\% HNO\textsubscript{3} solution, dissolve it ultrasonically for 20 minutes, let it stand for a period of time and then filter with suction to dry the sample. Then take the above-mentioned nitrated HA and dissolve it in 100mL 25\% concentrated H\textsubscript{2}SO\textsubscript{4}, heat it in a water bath at 80°C, condense and reflux for 3.5h, stand still for 40min, wait for the solid to settle, filter and dry the solid product. Then dissolve the above-mentioned dry product in 120 mL of 25\% NaOH solution, stir for 2 hours at room temperature, and centrifuge (3000r/min, 8min) for the solid product. Then
add 20 mL of concentrated HCl, and after solid precipitation, filter and dry to obtain sulfonated humic acid.

Take 1g of sulfonated HA, 1.5g of Al₂(SO₄)₃, and 1g of C₂H₂O₄ in a mortar to fully grind and mix. Then, it was heated to 400°C for 3 hours at 15°C/min in a vacuum tube furnace under nitrogen atmosphere to obtain gray powder, namely humic acid-based aluminum-carbon composite material (CAH).

2.3 Characterization methods

Using the Hatachi S4800 field emission scanning electron microscope from Hitachi, Japan, when the test scanning acceleration voltage is 10kV, photographs and observations under different magnifications are taken. The TEM of the sample to be tested was performed on Jeol Jem-2100F, in a vacuum environment, for observation operations related to the transmission electron microscope. Under your condition that the laser wavelength is 532nm and the test record range is 10–3500cm¹. Use the DXR laser Raman spectrometer of American Thermoelectric Company. The fully dried sample is spectrally scanned with Thermo ESCALAB 250xi, and the percentage of carbon and oxygen in the functional groups in the sample is calculated. After the sample is dried, it is heated to 800°C at a rate of 2°C/min under the condition of an initial temperature of 30°C under a high-purity nitrogen atmosphere. Test after weighing the sample. After drying the sample in an oven at 100°C for 24 hours, the solid powder to be tested is vacuum degassed overnight at a temperature of 100°C, using liquid nitrogen as the adsorption medium, and measuring with high purity at liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) Relative pressure.

2.4 Adsorption experiments

Measure 100mL of the CR aqueous solution with a concentration of 400mg/L in a 250mL small beaker, add 10mg CAH to the CR aqueous solution, take 5ml of the solution at certain intervals under magnetic stirring, and centrifugate the supernatant with ultraviolet-visible spectroscopy The photometer measures the absorbance value A of the solution at 498nm, and obtains the concentration of CR in the solution according to the standard curve, thereby calculating the saturated adsorption amount qₑ. The calculation formulas are shown in (1), (2):

$$q_t = \frac{(c_0 - c_t)V}{m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

$$q_e = \frac{(c_0 - c_e)V}{m}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where C₀ and Cₑ are the initial and equilibrium concentrations of CR (mg/L); m is the weight of the adsorbent used and V is the volume of the aqueous solution. The datum was then fitted in adsorption isotherm, kinetic models and thermodynamic models.

Weigh 10 mg of the dried CAH and soak it in 100 mL of 100 mg/L CR aqueous solution and distilled water at 25°C. Take out the CAH every 5 min and weigh it. The total swelling time is 60 min. After removing the CAH each time, wipe off the moisture on the surface with filter paper, and then weigh it. The calculation formula of swelling rate is as follows (3):

$$SR = \frac{W_t - W_0}{W_0}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

In the formula, SR is the swelling rate (%), W₀ is the mass before swelling (mg), and Wₜ is the mass after CAH swelling at time t (mg).
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Characterization Techniques

3.1.1 Scanning electron microscope (SEM) and transmission electron microscope (TEM)

Figure 1 (a, b) and Figure 2 (a, b, c) are the SEM and TEM images of HA. Both the SEM and TEM images show that the surface of HA exhibits a densely packed structure. This may be due to the fact that the surface of HA particles contains too many -COOH and -OH functional groups and a large number of aromatic structure-related interactions. Figure 1 (c, d) is the SEM image of CAH. It can be seen from the figure that compared with HA, the surface of CAH prepared by the reaction of HA and aluminum sulfate has a large number of cauliflower-like porous structures, and the edge thickness has changed significantly. Thin, the specific surface area increases, and the developed specific surface area
helps the material and the dye molecule contact and adsorb, and promotes the adsorption reaction. Figure 2 (c, d, e) shows the TEM images of HA and CAH. The TEM image of HA shows that its surface is smooth and thick. Compared with HA, the TEM image of CAH has obvious lattice fringes, thinner layer and obvious hole-like structure at the edge.

### 3.1.2 Fourier transforms infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR)

![FT-IR spectra of HA and CAH](image)

Figure 3(a) shows the infrared spectra of HA and CAH. CAH has a broad blunt peak at 3750 cm\(^{-1}\), which is the characteristic peak of the stretching vibration of the Association -OH. 1570-1637 cm\(^{-1}\) may be the aromatic C=C stretching vibration, and the peak produced by CAH is obviously weaker than that produced by HA. This may be the reason for the fracture and reorganization of a large number of aromatic ring structures after high temperature burning\[38\][39][40]. The bending vibration peak of -CH and the bending vibration peak of O-H are at 1384 cm\(^{-1}\). CAH is very weak at about 1300 cm\(^{-1}\), which means that the branch chain breaks after high temperature burning, and carbon dioxide and water vapor are released. In addition, the peak of CAH at about 1087 cm\(^{-1}\) is the characteristic peak of flexural vibration of Al-O-Al; and at 605 cm\(^{-1}\) is the characteristic peak of flexural vibration of Al-OH surface, which indicates that HA and Al\(_2\)(SO\(_4\))\(_3\) are in the reaction process. Polyaluminum is formed, which is connected by a hydroxyl bridge and an oxygen bridge to form a polymer with a network cross-linked structure.

### 3.1.3 X-ray diffraction spectrum (XRD)

Figure 3 (b, c) are the XRD patterns of HA and CAH and the standard cards of the substances contained in them. The results show that HA and CAH have peaks at 2θ=26.6°, indicating the presence of crystal structure carbon. As the temperature increases, the XRD pattern in 2θ=26.6° represents the diffraction peak of the carbon (002) crystal plane gradually becoming sharper, indicating that the degree of graphitization increases with the calcination temperature. It can be seen from the figure that HA has an obvious aromatic structure, while the aromatic structure of CAH is not obvious,
which also proves that the carbonized benzene ring after high temperature has broken and reorganized. In Figure 3(c), the (012), (006), and (113) crystal planes are the peaks representing aluminum, which proves that aluminum and humic acid are compounded together.

### 3.1.4 Raman spectrum analysis

![Raman Spectrum](image)

**Figure 4**: Raman spectrum of the HA (a) and CAH (b)

Figure 4 (a, b) shows the Raman spectra of HA and CAH. Both HA and CAH Raman spectra show D-peak (1350 cm$^{-1}$), G-peak (1580 cm$^{-1}$) and 2D-peak (2700 cm$^{-1}$). The ratio of D-peak intensity (ID) and G peak intensity (IG) (ID/IG) indicates the degree of sp$^2$ hybridization defects of the material. The higher the ratio, the more defects, that is, more non-sp$^2$ hybrid structures. Now the ID/IG value of HA is 1.15, and the ID/IG value of CAH is 1.38, which indicates that the non-sp$^2$ hybrid structure in CAH is reduced compared with that in HA. This may be because the presence of oxygen in the air causes the carbon-carbon double bond to be oxidized, and the saturated structure increases, and the layered polymer aluminum network cross-linked structure verified in the infrared spectrum of Figure 3 (a) is connected by a hydroxyl bridge and an oxygen bridge saturated structure. Correspondingly, it is also consistent with the increase of C-O structure in the XPS characterization results.

### 3.1.5 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy analysis (XPS)

![XPS Spectra](image)

Figure 5 shows that both materials contain C and O elements. Figures 5(b, d) are the C1s peaks of humic acid and aluminum-carbon materials, respectively. Corresponding to the part of the binding energy of 280eV~294eV in HA and CAH in Figure 5(a, b). The peak split diagram of C1s shows that HA and CAH have four different peaks at the center of binding energy of 284.35eV, 285.6eV, and 288.3eV, which are C-C, C-O, and C=O. And their content in HA and CAH is different. The content of HA in C-C is 75.30%, C-O is 14.69%, and C=O is 10.01%. The content of C-C in CAH is 55.66%, C-O is 24.83%, C=O is 19.51%, the saturated structure of C-O increases, and the saturated structure of C-C decreases, indicating that the saturated structure has changed, which is conducive to the formation of a network cross-linked structure by the hydroxyl bridge and oxygen bridge connecting aluminum. Figure 5(c) shows that CAH contains Al element, which corresponds to the part of the binding energy of 84eV~66eV in Figure 5(c). There is a characteristic peak at 75.15eV, which corresponds to the satellite peak of Al2p, which is the characteristic peak of Al$^{3+}$. 
3.1.6 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TG-DSC)

Figure 6 (a, c) shows the TG-DTG curves of HA and CAH. It can be seen from Fig. 6 that the CAH pyrolysis process has gone through three stages, namely 20°C~105°C, 105°C~575°C and 575°C~800°C. Weight loss at 20°C~105°C is the removal of adsorbed water and adsorbed gas in CAH. Adsorbed water and adsorbed gas are connected to CAH through weak intermolecular force between CAH, which is easy to desorb. A very slow weight loss occurs at 105°C~400°C, which may be due to the decarboxylation of carboxyl groups and the cleavage of some oxygen-containing bonds, resulting in water and carbon dioxide, and the quality is slightly reduced. This indicates that CAH has good thermal stability at 400°C. The weight loss rate of HA is very high at 145°C~250°C, which mean that in the range of 105°C~400°C, CAH has better thermal stability than HA. After 400°C to 575°C, both CAH and HA lose more weight. It can be seen from the DSC curve in Fig. 6 (b, d) that the pyrolysis rate in this stage also gradually increases, especially after 400°C, the pyrolysis rate increases sharply. There are many reasons for weight loss, including the cleavage of bridge bonds to generate free radicals, the cleavage of oxygen-containing heterocyclic compounds and irregular aromatics, and the cleavage of most oxygen-containing functional groups to generate small molecular gas such as carbon dioxide and water. Between 575°C and 800°C, the weight loss rate of CAH is higher than that of HA, which may be related to the catalytic acceleration of the decomposition process caused by aluminum ions in CAH. The overall results show that after 400°C, CAH gradually decomposes with the increase of temperature, and the thermal stability becomes worse. With the decomposition of the activated structure and active functional groups that play a role in the adsorption process, the removal rate of CAH to CR gradually decreases. The temperature of the CAH preparation process has a corresponding effect on the CR removal rate. After 400°C, the CR removal rate is significantly reduced in CAH, which is caused by the decomposition of the CAH structure.\[42\].
3.1.7 Specific surface area test analysis (BET)

The N\textsubscript{2} adsorption isotherm of HA was studied by N\textsubscript{2} adsorption-desorption isotherm, as shown in Figure 7. After calculation, its specific surface area is 6.19m\textsuperscript{2}/g, pore volume is 0.040cm\textsuperscript{3}/g, and the pore size distribution is uniform, with an average of about 26.19nm, and this indicates that there may be fewer pores in the HA particles. The reason for the existence of pores may be gaps formed when many HA particles are brought together due to agglomeration. The porosity and specific surface area of the prepared CAH were studied by N\textsubscript{2} adsorption-desorption isotherm. As showed in Figure 7(a, b), the adsorption and desorption speed of CAH and HA is not completely consistent, that is, the desorption curves do not completely overlap, but H3 typical hysteresis loops appear. The reason is that the layered structure of the material is formed during the accumulation slits, cracks and wedge-shaped structures. This is consistent with the layered image of SEM. After calculation, specific surface area of CAH is 149.90m\textsuperscript{2}/g, the pore volume is 0.41cm\textsuperscript{3}/g, and the pore size distribution is about 12.16nm, so CAH is a malodorous material. Compared with HA, the specific surface area of CAH is significantly increased, which is also consistent with the results of the SEM scan\textsuperscript{[43],[44]}. 

Fig. 6 TG-DSC of the HA (a, b) and CAH (c, d)
3.2 Adsorption studies

3.2.1 Effect of adsorbent dosage

Figure 8(a) shows the effect of different qualities of CAH on the adsorption performance of CR. It can be seen from the figure that with the increasing amount of CAH, the adsorption capacity of CR first increased from 2.71g/g to 3.98g/g and then decreased to 2.68g/g. In summary, the reason may be that as the amount of adsorbent CAH increases, the number of active sites that can adsorb CR molecules in CAH also increases. But when the CAH reaches a certain number, that is to say, when the active adsorption site provided by CAH is equal to the amount of CR molecules, the adsorption of CAH to CR reaches saturation and adsorption equilibrium occurs. Although the amount of adsorbent continues to increase, the total amount of adsorption on CR no longer increases, so the amount of adsorption begins to decrease.

3.2.2 Effect of initial concentration

Figure 8(b) shows the effect of different concentrations of CR on the adsorption capacity. It can be seen from the figure that as the concentration of CR increases, the amount of CAH adsorbed on CR first increases and then decreases. At 100mg/L, the adsorption capacity is 1.00g/g, then with the gradual increase of the initial concentration, the adsorption capacity of CAH to CR shows an increasing trend. When the concentration increases to 400mg/L, the adsorption capacity reaches the maximum 3.96g/g. With the increase of CR concentration, the adsorption capacity also began to decrease. This is because when the amount of adsorbent is determined, the active adsorption sites on the adsorbent are also constant. Therefore, when the adsorption of CAH to CR reaches equilibrium, no matter how the amount of adsorbent CAH increases, the total amount of adsorption will not change, resulting in a decrease in adsorption capacity.
3.2.3 Effect of solution temperature

Figure 8(c) shows the effect of CHA on the adsorption capacity of CR under different adsorption temperature conditions. It can be seen from the figure that in the temperature range of 25-40°C, as the temperature increases, the adsorption capacity of CHA on CR decreases slightly, but it can remain basically unchanged. It shows that in this temperature range, temperature has little effect on the adsorption capacity. But when the temperature is higher than 40°C, the adsorption capacity of CAH to CR begins to decrease sharply. The possible reason is that on the one hand, too high temperature will destroy the structure of the CAH surface, and the bond formed by the combination between CR and the oxygen-containing functional group on the CAH surface will be destroyed, making the adsorption hindered. The adsorption capacity drops. On the other hand, the adsorption behavior is a dynamic equilibrium. The increase in temperature within a certain range can promote the thermal movement of CR molecules and promote their contact with the CAH surface to be adsorbed, but it may also cause the adsorption of the CR molecules on the CAH surface. CR molecule separates from a large amount of CAH more quickly. At this time, the desorption rate is higher than the adsorption rate, which instead promotes desorption and makes the adsorption behavior difficult.

3.2.4 Effect of solution pH

The structure of CR changes under strong acidic conditions with a pH lower than 5, so the pH range for this experiment is 5-10. Under different pH conditions, the influence of CAH on the adsorption performance of CR was investigated, and the results are shown in Figure 8(d). In the pH range of 5~8, the difference in the adsorption capacity of CAH to CR is not very large, and shows a relatively stable trend. At pH=6, the maximum adsorption capacity is 4.00g/g. But when the pH increased to 10, the adsorption capacity of CAH to CR decreased significantly. It knows that CR is an anionic azo dye. There are negative charges in the aqueous solution. In the pH range of 5-9, there are many positive charges on the surface of CAH. The electrostatic attraction between CR and CAH enhances the adsorption and the adsorption capacity is high. But when the pH value is too high, the solution will be alkaline, and there will be a large number of hydroxide anions. On the one hand, hydroxide anions will compete with SO\text{3}^{2-} in CR to grab the active adsorption sites on the CAH surface. It hinders the adsorption of CR by CAH. On the other hand, there will be a considerable repulsive force between the same ions, and the repelling effect of hydroxide anions on the SO\text{3}^{2-} in CR greatly weakens the adsorption between CAH and CR. Under the negative influence of these two aspects, the adsorption
capacity of CAH to CR has dropped significantly.

### 3.2.5 Swelling analysis

Observing Figure 8(e), it can be found that the swelling rate of CAH in distilled water shows a trend of first increasing and then decreasing with the increase of time. It has a maximum value at 20 minutes, the swelling rate is 16.2%, and the swelling rate increases with time. Decrease gradually, and finally the swelling rate remains at about 4.5% after 50 minutes. At first, due to the internal and external osmotic pressure of CAH, water molecules continue to enter the CAH. As water enters the CAH, the aluminum plasma on the internal structure of the CAH falls off, making the internal ionic strength of the CAH higher than the outside, and the resulting osmotic pressure makes more water enter the inside of CAH, so before 20 minutes, the swelling rate of CAH in distilled water increases with time until it reaches the maximum value at 20 minutes. The swelling rate of CAH in CR solution also shows a trend of first increasing and then decreasing with the increase of time. It has a maximum value at 30 minutes, and the swelling rate is 20%. Then the swelling rate gradually decreases with time, and finally swells after 50 minutes. The rate remains unchanged at 6.6%. It is also because of the osmotic pressure inside and outside the CAH that the swelling rate gradually increases until it reaches the maximum value at 30 min. Subsequently, as the internal and external aluminum ion strength of CAH gradually balances, the swelling rate of CAH in water and CR solution gradually decreases. The final swelling equilibrium is reached at 20min and 30min, respectively.

Before reaching the maximum swelling rate value, in the first 10 minutes, the swelling rate of CAH in distilled water is higher than its swelling rate in CR solution. This is because the CR molecules in the CR aqueous solution and various functional groups on the CAH surface will pass through each other. This kind of force causes it to be adsorbed on the surface of CAH, which prevents water molecules from entering the inside of CAH, so at first the swelling rate in CR aqueous solution is lower than that in distilled water. However, the maximum swelling rate and the final equilibrium swelling rate in the CR aqueous solution are higher than the swelling rate in distilled water. This is because in the CR solution, not only water will enter the CAH, but the CR molecules will also undergo electrostatic adsorption, hydrogen bonding, and aromatic The π-π conjugation between the rings causes the CR to be adsorbed inside the CAH, and with the continuous entry of water and CR, the aluminum ions on the internal structure of the CAH will fall off to form aluminum hydroxide colloid, which will interact with CR Flocculation occurred and settled.

### 3.2.6 Adsorption kinetics

The purpose of this study is to determine the kinetic model of the CR adsorption isotherm on CHA and to determine whether the adsorption of CR on the CAH adsorbent is good. It allows us to determine not only the time required to reach the adsorption equilibrium, but also the equilibrium constant of methylene blue adsorption. When the adsorbent dosage is 10mg, the CR concentration is 400mg/L, the adsorption temperature is 30°C, and the pH=7, the adsorbent CAH can reach a rapid adsorption equilibrium after 40 minutes. From the perspective of kinetics, the adsorption process is divided into two stages: fast reaction and slow reaction. In the first 30 minutes, more than 98% of CR was adsorbed on the CAH adsorbent. After 30 minutes, the speed slowed down slightly until 40 minutes, which is equivalent to the equilibrium time.

The study of kinetic adsorption characteristics can help us obtain relevant adsorption rate data and help us better explain the adsorption mechanism. The kinetic adsorption equation was established under the conditions of 30°C and pH=6. The pseudo-first-order adsorption rate kinetic equation and the pseudo-second-order adsorption rate kinetic equation were used to fit and analyze the obtained data. The quasi-first-order (5) and quasi-second-order (6) are expressed as:

\[ \ln(q_e - q_t) = \ln q_e - K_1 t \]  
\[ \frac{t}{q_t} = \frac{1}{K_2 q_e^2 + \frac{t}{q_e}} \]
Among them, \( q_t \) (mg·g\(^{-1}\)) and \( q_e \) (mg·g\(^{-1}\)) are the adsorption capacity of CR at time \( t \) (min) and equilibrium, respectively. \( K_1 \) (min\(^{-1}\)) and \( K_2 \) (g·mg\(^{-1}\)·min\(^{-1}\)) are the equilibrium rate constants of quasi-first-order and quasi-second-order, respectively. \( K_{id} \) (g·mg\(^{-1}\)·min\(^{-1}\)) is the internal diffusion rate constant. \( t_{1/2} \) is the time point square root. \( C \) is a constant whose value is related to the thickness of the relevant boundary layer.

The kinetic parameters calculated by formulas (3, 4) are shown in Fig. 9 (a, b) and Table 2. It can be seen that the quasi-first-order model have a poor fit and low correlation coefficient \( (R^2=0.9059) \), while the quasi-second-order model has a good fit and high correlation coefficient \( (R^2=0.9999) \). The results show that the FCH adsorption of CR conforms to the pseudo-second-order model, but not the pseudo-first-order model.

The adsorption capacity of CR by CAH at different adsorption times is shown in Figure 9(e). It can be found that with the increase of time, the adsorption capacity of CAH for CR also increases. The adsorption of CR by CAH is about 40 minutes, and the equilibrium adsorption capacity is about 3.91 g/g. In addition, Figure 9(f) adopts a particle diffusion model for the adsorption process of CR by CAH. Further research found that the graph does not pass through the origin and is not completely linear, which indicates that intra-particle diffusion is not the only rate control step. The relevant parameters are shown in Table 3. The internal diffusion rate constant of CAH to CR is 0.0202 g·g\(^{-1}\)·min\(^{-1}\).
3.2.7 Adsorption isotherms

Exploring the relationship between the adsorption capacity of the prepared FCH and the initial concentration, measuring the adsorption capacity of FCH on MB under different initial concentrations, and discussing its thermodynamic adsorption characteristics, so that relevant isotherm adsorption model data can be obtained. The adsorption model equation and Freundlich isotherm adsorption equation are used to fit and analyze the data obtained. Langmuir (7) and Freundlich (8) isotherm adsorption model equations are as follows:

\[
\frac{c_e}{q_e} = \frac{1}{K_L q_m} + \frac{c_e}{q_m}
\]

(5)

\[
\ln q_e = \ln K_F + \frac{1}{n} \ln c_e
\]

(6)

where \(q_e \, (g/g)\) and \(q_m \, (g/g)\) are equilibrium adsorption capacity and maximum adsorption capacity, respectively. \(c_e \, (mg/L)\) is the equilibrium concentration of CR solution. \(K_F \, (L/mg)\) and \(n\) are the Freundlich constants.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table. 4 Isotherm parameters of adsorption</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Langmuir</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_L , (L/mg))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.1223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(q_m , (g/g))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.0788</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9996</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freundlich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(K_F , (L \cdot mg^{-1}))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.3033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-17.3671</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(R^2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.9835</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 9(b, c) is Langmuir and Freundlich isotherms, and the relevant thermodynamic parameters are listed in Table 4. It can be readily seen that the Langmuir model is more adaptable than the Freundlich model. The \(R^2=0.9996\) of the Langmuir model is much larger than the \(R^2=0.9835\) of the Freundlich model, indicating that the Langmuir model is very well supplied. It shows that the CAH adsorption of CR is a single layer adsorption, and the CAH surface-active sites are evenly distributed.

3.2 Study on adsorption mechanism

The related adsorption mechanism of CR by CAH is illustrated in Figure 10. According to the adsorption model, CAH mainly adsorbed CR on the monolayer. On the one hand, the cation \(Al^{3+}\) and CR anions on the CAH surface adsorbed CR on the CAH surface by electrostatic gravitation. On the other hand, it is found that the surface of CAH contains a large number of -OH functional groups, while CR is a typical azo molecule and contains highly electronegative nitrogen atoms. In addition, FT-IR and XPS results show that there are a lot of C=O in CAH, and a certain degree of unsaturation in CR.

![Fig.10 CAH adsorption CR mechanism diagram](image)

The previous analysis of the swelling behavior of CAH shows that water molecules enter the interior of CAH and
CR is adsorbed on the surface of CAH. On the one hand, Al\(^{3+}\) and CR molecules in the cross-linked structure of CAH network combine with electrostatic gravitation and complexation to make CR adsorbed into the interior. On the other hand, due to the increase of the volume and expansion of CAH particles due to the entry of water, the pore channels and network cross-linking structure in CAH are more favorable for CR to enter into CAH and react with internal groups and ions. According to the observation of the adsorption process, it is found that there are flocs in the solution, which is that Al\(^{3+}\) in the cross-linked structure of CAH network breaks away from CAH and permeates into CR solution to form Al(OH)\(_3\) colloid, Al(OH)\(_3\) colloid through electro neutralization and CR anion adsorption bridging action to remove CR from the solution. In addition, according to the isothermal adsorption model, it is shown that the adsorption process of CAH to CR is monolayer adsorption. When the first layer of molecules reaches saturation on the surface and enters the interior of CAH, CAH will form a new surface, and new CR molecules in the solution will be adsorbed on the surface, and finally all CR will be removed.

4. Conclusions

Humic acid and aluminum sulfate are used as raw materials to prepare humic acid-based aluminum-carbon composite material (CAH) by high-temperature oxidation-reduction method, which is used as an efficient adsorbent to remove the anionic dye wastewater Congo red (CR) in aqueous solution. TEM and SEM show that CAH has a large number of uneven porous structures. FT-IR, XRD, Raman and XPS characterize the elemental composition and bonding mode of CAH. A large number of Al-O bonds are generated in CAH, which increases a large number of active sites for adsorption. TG-DSC shows that CAH has better thermal stability than HA. Moreover, after 400°C, the pyrolysis rate increased sharply, including various free radical fragmentation and recombination. BET shows that CAH has a large specific surface area, but the pore size is relatively large, which is a mesoporous material. The results of adsorption experiments show that under alkaline conditions, the pH value has a great influence on the adsorption capacity of CAH. As the pH increases, the adsorption capacity decreases; under acidic and neutral conditions, the pH value has almost no effect on the adsorption capacity. The adsorption capacity of CAH is approximately 3.98g/g. When the temperature is between 10-30°C, the adsorption capacity increases as the temperature rises. When the temperature is greater than 30°C, the adsorption capacity begins to decrease. The adsorption of CR by CAH follows a quasi-two-stage kinetic model, the equilibrium adsorption isotherm is more in line with the Langmuir model, and the adsorption of CR by CAH is more inclined to single-layer adsorption. The adsorption process is good, the CR molecule and CAH have a strong bonding ability, and have a great adsorption capacity. It has broad application prospects in the treatment of printing and dyeing wastewater pollutants.
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Figure 1

SEM of the HA (a, b) and CAH (c, d)
Figure 2

TEM of the HA (a, b, c) and CAH (d, e, f)
Figure 3

FT-IR of the HA and CAH (a); XRD patterns of HA and HA base peak (b), patterns of CAH and CAH base peak (c)

Figure 4

Raman spectrum of the HA (a) and CAH (b)
Figure 5

XPS total peaks of HA and CAH (a, c); C1s peaks of HA and CAH (b, d)
Figure 6

TG-DSC of the HA (a, b) and CAH (c, d)
Figure 7

BET of the HA (a, b) and CAH (c, d)
Figure 8

The effect of the initial concentration of CR on the adsorption capacity (a) and removal rate (b); the effect of temperature (c) and pH (d) on the adsorption capacity impact; the effect of time on SR of CAH (e).

Figure 9

Kinetics of adsorption of CR by CAH Composite: first order kinetics (a); second order kinetics(b), Langmuir(c) and Freundlich(d) adsorption isotherm model; The adsorption-time curve (e) and
Figure 10

CAH adsorption CR mechanism diagram